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Joanne Laws reports on The Dock’s ‘Thinking Living Dwelling’ exhibition and
discursive programme, curated by Sarah Searson and delivered in partnership with
Leitrim’s Green Door Festival 2017.

“Thinking gathers language into simple saying. In this way language is the language
of being, as clouds are the clouds of the sky.” – Martin Heidegger, Letter on
Humanism (1947)(i).
German philosopher Martin Heidegger first presented his seminal paper, ‘Bauen
Wohnen Denken (Building, Dwelling Thinking)’(ii) , in Darmstadt, Germany, on 5
August 1951, at a post-war architectural conference entitled ‘Mensch und Raum (Man
and Space)’. Heidegger outlined the ways in which he believed architecture could
respond to Germany’s post-war housing crisis, by reassessing the increasingly vexed
relationship between ‘building’ and ‘dwelling’. He asked attendees to consider what it
actually means to dwell, and whether modern building practices allow for the activity
of dwelling. Tracing the etymological origins of the term ‘to build’, Heidegger
proposed an evolution from the old German verb group, ‘bauen’, meaning ‘to be’. For
Heidegger, building, is not merely the problem of providing shelter or functional
housing; it is an existential concern, relating to our essence of “being in the world”
(iii).
Heidegger’s thinking provided a robust curatorial framework for an ambitious group
exhibition at The Dock, entitled ‘Thinking Living Dwelling’ (26 August – 14 October
Festival of Rural Architecture and Design and was developed to highlight and
celebrate the extraordinary achievements and energy of the festival. Established in
2011, the Green Door Festival showcases the county’s ‘green homes’ and
sustainable building approaches, as well as the lives, labour and networks of local
people – elements that provided numerous points of convergence within the exhibition
and associated programme. ‘Thinking Living Dwelling’ was accompanied by extensive
talks, presentations and discursive events, discerningly organised and mediated by
Sarah Searson to offer insights from homeowners, architects, makers and artists,
challenging audiences to think about the implications of dwelling in the modern age.
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2017). The exhibition was presented in collaboration with Leitrim’s Green Door

Rural Vernacular Architecture
As outlined by Dominic Stevens in his keynote presentation at the festival launch on
29 September 2017, when Heidegger retreated to a farm hut in Todtnauberg in the
Black Forest (after being branded a Nazi sympathiser), he began to romanticise about
rural architecture, characterised by the low-tech, self-building methods of German
peasants. According to Stevens, where modern architecture is a rather “elite
enterprise”, aimed at designing buildings with “aesthetic appeal”, conversely, rural
vernacular architecture “configures approaches to building over time”, based on how
people inhabit the world, thus denoting a “quality of human experience”. While
architecture begins as a series of abstract ideas on a drawing board, it evolves to
become a physical and visceral space where people live out their lives. A farm can be
functionally built, but it is the act of labour that ultimately creates a community. If
building is really an existential act of dwelling, then, as argued by Stevens, Ireland’s
current housing crisis is not predicated solely on a lack of houses – it signifies that
modern society has “forgotten how to dwell”.
Like Heidegger’s mountain hut, the traditional Irish cottage was built from materials
sourced from the surrounding landscape: nearby trees provided timber for doors and
were made from native rushes; and locally-sourced turf or timber provided fuel for
heating and cooking. Such resourcefulness attests to the agency of man in
manipulating the landscape to serve his needs – an ontological perspective that
permeated Stevens’s film, Some Structures, Part I, presented in Gallery 3. Narrated
by Stevens and with cinematography by Ronan McCrea, the film offered poetic
reflections on lost moments within the rural landscape, evidenced through
descriptions of forgotten spaces, including a derelict cottage and the now abandoned
laneway that once served it.
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windows; walls were fabricated in mud, daub and stone found onsite; thatched roofs

Stone and other materials were originally gathered from the locality to build the house,
but after it was vacated, nature took over, and a thicket of trees now flourishes. The
film considers other landmarks and boundary markers, including the “organised
ceremonial landscapes” of Neolithic burial grounds and ancient pilgrimage routes, as
well as the “solemn formality” of graveyards, their neat stone-wall perimeters marking
a threshold between the everyday and the sacred.

The Sky Receiving
One of the exhibition’s main focal points was a tall, house-like structure, fabricated by
artists Leo Scarff in timber, that loomed large in Gallery Two, where it functioned as a
space within a space. In the Heideggerian sense, the structure probed an expanded
set of relations, linked to being both ‘in’ space and ‘at’ a location. Like Heidegger’s
bench in the university lecture hall, the art object – presented in the gallery, within a
rural arts centre, located in the west of Ireland, and so on –maintains a specific
position in “world space” (iv). Scarff’s structure also served to emphasise the
proportions of the expansive gallery space, and was mirrored in height by only one
other artwork. Comprising large-scale plastic sheeting, hand-painted with floral
designs, Zunaira Khurshid’s Hijab Series (2016) replicates the headdress worn by
describes the hijab not as a garment, but as a curtain or ‘spatial partition’, signifying
both a ‘veil of privacy’ to separate women from men in the public realm, and a
‘metaphysical threshold’ between heaven and earth. . In Gallery Two, the piece was
suspended from a steel pole, gathering softly on the floor like sheer fabric.
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Muslim women as a symbol of religious devotion and modesty. Interesting, the Quran

Scarff’s multi-functional structure also provided a useful seating area, allowing viewers
to contemplate the work and read through some of the supporting literature. The
structure housed a vast selection of books, recommended by Green Door Festival
homeowners, as well as local librarians, architects, artists and invited speakers. It also
functioned as a plinth for other artworks, including Ali Kirby’s ‘Feeling for Space’ – a
series of small objects sourced during visits to Green Door Festival homes that
reinforced connections between the houses and the gallery setting. These objects
(including a jar of water, sourced from a homeowners’ private well) were placed on
various shelves, complimenting Kirby’s inclusion of Lotherstone, by Leitrim-based
German artist Lothar Göbel. This ‘stone-glass-stone’ sculpture was given to the
homeowner as a wedding present, with the ‘line of light’ subsequently inspiring the
entire design of his house.

Kirby was joined by artist Anna Macleod and writer Jo Holmwood, who are both based
in north Leitrim, for a public talk in the gallery, titled ‘To Dwell is to Think’. Each
articulated their own relationships with ‘place’ and what it means to dwell in a
landscape. Kirby spoke about home as a place of sanctuary – a quiet space in which
to enjoy working in solitude – while Holmwood spoke about her experience of feeling
grounded in a place and making a durational commitment to it. Forming part of the
renovating a derelict cottage allowed her to connect with locals who were extremely
welcoming and willing to offer advice. Macleod’s research on Leitrim’s identity and
topographic landscape – characterised by an abundance of water, as well as the
concepts of geological and cultural time – has helped to embed her practice in this
landscape while continuing to work extensively abroad, on ecology-themed artistic
residencies. Using water as a lens to connect the local and global, Macleod explores
water scarcity or pollution in different regions, while also identifying communities of
resilience around the world.
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first wave of economic migration to Leitrim in the 1990s, Macleod found that

During another lively artists’ talk on 9 September – entitled ‘The Sky Receiving: A talk
about home as a site of your making’ – Scarff described the benefits of living rurally,
while continuing to dip in and out of urban hubs. With limited opportunities for
commercial design in the county, Scarff sells custom-made furniture online. As
someone who is currently renovating a rural property, he believes that buildings
should be underpinned by an ethos of collaboration while “accommodating a sense of
time”. Scarff’s wooden-framed modular house-structure demonstrates the ways that a
building may be adapted, modified or expanded, according to the homeowners’
fluctuating needs. Concurring with this perspective, Vanya Lambrecht Ward discussed
the merits of collaborative architecture, characterised by flexibility and responsiveness
to the specific requirements of rural living, not least the need for functionality and light.
Originally from The Hague, and with a background in contemporary art and theatre
design, Lambrecht Ward is currently studying architecture. She presented
Re-imagined, a series of 20 small, wall-mounted, graphite drawings, configured
around a photograph of a derelict room (presumed to be a living room or kitchen, with
a fireplace as the central feature), proposing ways that the space might be visualised,
restored, extended or modernised. While a lot of Dutch architecture focuses on using
small spaces and repurposing materials, Lambrecht Ward believes that there is “still
space for invention” in rural Ireland.
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In a similar vein, Nicos Nicolaou presented sculptures achieved through the
reconfiguration of familiar objects and discarded domestic materials, which collectively
point to the focus of dwelling. Untitled (part-objects III) is a ‘hybrid chair’, comprising
two halves of separate chairs that are provisionally joined together with orange tape.
According to Nicolaou, this piece is less about the two chairs – or even the different
histories or dialects they propose – rather, the focus is the gaffer tape that connects
the two elements and allows them to now operate as one functional item of furniture.
Similarly, Untitled (part-objects IV), appears to feature two storage crates that have
been spliced together at an odd angle. Scratched and scored, the textured surface
resembles a lunar landscape, while the composition mimics quartz shards protruding
from geological layers. In fact, these elements have been cast in wax to reference
manufacturing processes and production lines – elements diametrically opposed to
discourses surrounding craft and the handmade. Other works by Nicolaou referenced
packaging, logistics and transportation systems, through the use of rudimentary
materials including cardboard boxes, string, tape and brown paper.
Arguably, Modernism was one of the last radical social missions in western
architecture. The demise of Modernism’s utopian vision coincided with the rise of
Neoliberalism – a sociohistorical juncture alluded to in Elaine Reynolds’s singlechannel video, Promisings (2016), presented in Gallery 3. Her film features black and
white newspaper clippings depicting a brutalist-style suburban tower block,
emblematic of the era’s cost-effective, ‘vertical living’ solutions. The anticipation and
sense of possibility generated by this bold and speculative ideology is expressed via
hopeful on-screen statements proclaiming: “it is going to be...”. Elsewhere, images of
perfect nuclear families are juxtaposed alongside the textual statements “we will
have!” and “everyone will have!” – indicative of the infinite, yet perpetually unfulfilling,
promises for life and leisure in the modern consumerist age.
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In the Domain of Our Dwelling
In the dimly-lit arena of Gallery One, David Lunney’s sculptural objects had a
museological feel, reminiscent of ethnographic artefacts retrieved from some
indigenous settlement. Fabricated in textured wood – suggestive of old chipboard,
peeling varnish, or lumpen cement – the sculptural objects were embellished with a
latticework of threads, cords and ribbons, in an array of natural colours. The
installation incorporated photographic documentation of the sculptures situated in a
‘secret forest’ in the north west of Ireland. With the proportions of a loom, the large
central sculpture, Things Twice at Drumnadobe, offered a double-sided scene within a
scene. The image itself was subject to fragmentation in places, with strips darting
across the surface like data glitches or TV static. This approach corrupted the status
of the image beyond straightforward documentation, while setting up tensions
between the sculptures’ inherent materiality and the myth-making qualities of the
reproducible image. The forest exists in our imagination as a strange, secluded or
ominous site. We wonder who might have encountered the sculptures in this context,
and how they might have perceived them. Certainly, the appearance of these
handcrafted, totem-like objects in woodland settings suggests traces of human
habitation, perhaps prompting a sense of the uncanny, associated with primitive or
cultish rituals. The patterned, tactile finish also recalls New Age craft revivals of the
1970s, when an increasingly consumerist and disposable society was rejected in
favour of traditional and exotic handcrafts, such as weaving and macramé.
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During a fascinating public discussion on 14 October, titled ‘In the Domain of Our
Dwelling’, Lunney spoke with invited artists, Stephen Rennicks and Mark Garry, who
are based in the northwest, about the influence of place on their research and
artmaking processes. As an artist renowned for his ‘thread works’, Garry is particularly
well-placed to discuss materiality and craft-related research. While people often refer
to his thread pieces as ‘rainbows’, Garry sees them as architecturally or sociallyresponsive landscape paintings. His deconstructed thread systems produce
‘spectacles of empathy’ that are gentle and non-masculine, in a way not normally
associated with a lot of public art or site-specific installation. Garry spoke eloquently
about his upbringing near Lough Derravaragh in County Westmeath, and his
relationship with the Irish landscape, which was permeated with tales of magic and
fairies, emanating from the mythology and folklore surrounding the lake. As well as the
religious iconology that permeates a 1970s Irish childhood, Garry’s visual vocabulary
was also influenced by cowboy films, with the open planes of the ‘Wild West’ conjuring
an intoxicating blend of mystery and danger.
Garry also spoke about the west of Ireland as the site of romanticism, not least in the
landscape paintings of Paul Henry. Through nostalgia, the landscape becomes as a
pure entity. Henry’s paintings became an analogy of Irish identity, exploited by De
Valera as a touristic imperative, in order to sell Irishness to the US. However, in
reality, Henry was depicting images of famine, mass emigration and colonial
oppression – an uneasy realisation that questions contemporary branding and how we
are sold things. For Garry, using landscape as an ontological lens offers opportunities
for slower encounters with the world, while the sea is also a site of complex histories.
The spiritual and ethereal forces of landscape and water continue to permeate Garry’s
ongoing moving image works and collaborative music projects, conjuring experiences
that cannot be touched, only felt. Garry believes that his role as an artist is to find the
beautiful or poetic within the ordinary, offering nuanced perspectives and “activating
the magic”, rather than providing “commentary as social data”.

be a ‘lost lake’, prompting him to embark on a series of speculative journeys among
the overgrown laneways and abandoned houses surrounding Black Lough (as it is
known locally). Rennicks decided to write an essay that would describe the lake,
rather than presenting documentation that might diminish the mystery, or obscure
potential for people to imagine the place. As previously stated by the artist: “I feel we
need the possibility of places such as this to exist – places in which to dream, ramble
and muse – where the usual laws that limit the poetic imagination do not apply”.
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Soon after relocating to Leitrim in 2005, Rennicks stumbled upon what he believed to

As a self-declared “blow-in”, who was not familiar with the local area or history,
Rennicks felt he had a degree of naivety and freedom, in “reinventing where locals
live” – something he concedes is much harder to do in cities, where there are fewer
wild or undiscovered spaces. Rennicks enjoys assembling semi-fictitious narratives
linked to places, people and events and believes that such activities form part of the
licence you have as an artist. In 2011, Rennicks conducted research on hydraulic
fracturing, focusing on six exploratory drill-sites in Leitrim, dating back as far as 1963.
The timely project coincided with several local anti-fracking campaigns that were
gaining momentum, highlighting contemporary tensions regarding serious human
interventions within the unspoilt rural landscape. In 2014, Leitrim County Council
voted to ban fracking, while subsequent legislation in 2017 finally banned all onshore
fracking on the island.

Architectural Perspectives: Rural Housing Solutions
At the launch of the Green Door Festival on Friday 29 September, festival director Jo
Lewis spoke about the generosity of Leitrim’s home-owners, in sharing their
exhibition at The Dock, which complimented the fourth iteration of the festival and
added “a whole extra layer to the programme”. The conference comprised
presentations by invited Irish and international architects, followed by breakout and
plenary sessions in which attendees discussed some of the themes raised on the
night. Sarah Searson, Director of The Dock and curator of the exhibition and
programme, also congratulated students from Sligo IT Architecture Department, who
presented an exhibition in the foyer and delivered quick-fire PechaKucha
presentations over the weekend, about their ongoing undergraduate research.
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knowledge about sustainable living and building practices. Lewis was thrilled with the

Jingru Cyan Cheng, PhD candidate at the Architectural Association, London, delivered
an interesting presentation on housing solutions in China, entitled: ‘A split household:
Contemporary rural home for China’s Floating Population’. Her research focuses on
the pivotal concepts of territory, settlement and home. According to Cheng, the
overreliance on urban strategies has resulted in the rural being underdeveloped, not
just economically, but culturally and intellectually. Amidst a nationwide regeneration
agenda, rural China is now in a state of crisis, with the countryside being treated as
the “frontline of corporations”. Rural populations are decreasing rapidly, due to middle
generations living and working in cities. As stated by Cheng, such spatially-stretched
modern labour produces ‘split house-holds’, characterised by separation and sharing.
No longer functioning homogenous units, households are finding ways to adapt to the
daily realities of split-living. Cheng’s research shows residents of urban high-rise
apartments using communal courtyards as productive spaces in which to cultivate
vegetables and keep animals, often for cultural and social reasons. There has recently
been an increase in domestic building in rural areas, using money sent home by
relatives working in cities. The challenge for these new rural homes is for different
generations to “claim their own domestic space”, thus creating a need for “doublestatus rooms” that permit an “elastic relation between the family and the collective”.
Marcus Donaghy and Will Dimond (Donaghy + Dimond Architects, est. 2001) offered
insights into their ongoing renovation of a Georgian estate and gate lodge in
Tibradden, on the edge of the Dublin Mountains. The owners plan to revive the estate,
which historically included a mill, with a proposal for allotments and an agricultural
training centre. This project continues to be underpinned by material knowledge,
linked to building in rural places – something the architects described as “the genius
of place”. Architectural plans for the inhabitable and crumbling gate lodge revolved
around an existing row of Himalayan cedar trees; however, the trees were later
attacked by a fungal growth and had to be removed. In order to make use of this
unexpected supply of wood, the design was altered considerably to incorporate timber
cladding and joinery work. Boulders were taken from the land to build a wall where the
Valentia Island, Kerry. By using vernacular materials and traditional handcrafting
process, the architects are championing the notion of ‘slow architecture’, which carves
out time for reflection within the narrative of long-running projects. This design
approach sits in opposition to current trends for prefabricated buildings and rapid
modular housing, because it is highly responsive to a clients’ needs, which can
frequently change as a project evolves.
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trees once grew, while kitchen worktops were fabricated in slate sourced from

Deirdre McMenamin is co-founder of the architectural research practice, LiD
Architecture, based in Dublin and Berlin. She is currently working with the University
of Ulster, Belfast, to conduct research on vernacular environments and landscape
strategies in architecture. McMenamin presented overviews of several projects in a
presentation titled ‘Configured Rurality: Models of Rural Habitation’. Offering
illuminating insights into historical modes of habitation, she discussed Irish clachans –
haphazard settlements achieved through the clustering of rural dwellings, before the
eighteenth-century enclosure of land. According to McMenamin, in pre-famine times,
principle determinants of the west of Ireland landscape settlement were the clachan
settlements and use of the ‘rundale’ system – a communal farming approach that saw
the pooling of manual labour to carry out turf-cutting and the cultivation of crops
(mainly oats and potatoes). This egalitarian system allowed communities to be socially
self-sufficient, and to use limited resources efficiently. Dwelling in such intimate
proximity produced a “culture of the front door neighbour” that ensured the passing
down of oral traditions, based on interrelationships between people. Such spatial
configurations of habitation, sits in contrast with the modern rural landscape,
characterised by ubiquitous detached houses on individual plots, often located in
isolation or at a distance from the nearest neighbour.
McMenamin also discussed the contributions of LiD Architecture to ‘Nimble Spaces’, a
long-term research project with Camphill community in Callan, County Kilkenny,
involving collaborations between artists and architects aimed at developing “new and
inclusive approaches to architecture and participation”. Camphill is a pioneering
community and housing cooperative that provides residential support for adults with
an intellectual disability. Situated in the grounds of Callan Workhouse, Camphill’s lifesharing philosophy has transformed the historically negative connotations surrounding
communal living linked to this site. When planning a construction system for a modular
timber frame extension at Camphill, LiD Architecture devised an ingenious board
game, ‘Shape Your Space’, to facilitate consultation with individual residents. As an
imaginative form of active research, the game offered insights into participants’
towards things like privacy, shared spaces and common areas, thus generating a
design brief in less pressurised ways.
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varying care needs, their different expectations about living, and their attitudes

Concluding Thoughts
During the Plenary session, speakers and attendees discussed whether there is a
‘collective mood’ in rural Ireland, given that people are now realising that social
isolation is such a big issue. Cooperative building groups were discussed as one
solution to communal living. According to Stevens, while cohousing plans often start
with financial or legal issues, if managed effectively, this can offer a good economic
model, with less focus on assets and mass-profit, and more of an emphasis on ‘sweat
equity’. On the subject of communal living, it was suggested that in general, people
like living with some privacy, but enjoy shared aspects of daily life, such as a
communal garden. Other conversations quickly became pragmatic, with questions
including: “how do you build a house in Leitrim that is dry?!” (One suggestion was to
insulate with sheep’s wool, as it is hygroscopic and easily absorbs water). In summing
up the event, Steven affirmed that good architecture is more about relations between
people, than the walls and roofs that house them, ushering forms of habitation that
respond to real interrelationships and the resources of a given site.
In conclusion, one of the most remarkable things about the ‘Thinking Living Dwelling’
exhibition and associated programme, was just not the compelling artworks presented,
or the diverse range of talented professionals who contributed, but the ethos of
generosity and collaboration that underpinned the entire endeavour. Numerous
visitors (who came from various locations to attend the Green Door events, citing the
talks at The Dock and Leitrim Sculpture Centre’s bus tours as highlights) seemed
genuinely fascinated by how “doable” everything seems here in Leitrim. Undoubtedly,
partnerships between the county’s arts organisations, artists and festivals seem to
emerge organically, characterised by energy, enthusiasm and a willingness to
collaborate in meaningful ways – something not always found in other regions, where
competition for funding or audiences frequently becomes prohibitive. This exceptional
arts partnership model should therefore be recognised and proudly celebrated, as a
rare and vibrant regional asset.

(ii) Martin Heidegger ‘Building, Dwelling, Thinking’ (first delivered at ‘Mensch und Raum’ on 5 August 1951, Darmstadt,
Germany) in Poetry, Language, Thought (New York: Harper & Row, 1971).
(iii) Martin Heidegger ‘Building, Dwelling, Thinking’ (first delivered at ‘Mensch und Raum’ on 5 August 1951, Darmstadt,
Germany) in Poetry, Language, Thought (New York: Harper & Row, 1971).
(iv) Martin Heidegger (1958) Being and Time, (Max Niemeyer Verlag, Tubingen) p.54.
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____________________________________
(i) Martin Heidegger (1947) ‘Letter on Humanism’, Trans. F. A. Capuzzi. Reprinted in Martin Heidegger: Basic Writings, ed.
David Farrell Krell. (New York: Harper & Row, 1977) p.p.189-242.

Joanne Laws is an arts writer, editor and researcher based in county Leitrim. She has
recently been appointed Features Editor of The Visual Artists’ News Sheet. Joanne is
a member of the International Association of Art Critics (AICA) and a regular
contributor to international arts publications including Art Monthly and Frieze. She was
previously assistant editor for the online resource publicart.ie and coordinator of the
Roscommon Visual Artists Forum (RVAF). Joanne won ‘VAI/DCC Critical Writing
Award 2012/13’ for her extended essay ‘Commemoration – A ForwardLooking Act’.
She has previously developed research reports and policy documents for
organisations such as 126 Artist-Run Gallery, Kilkenny Arts Office and Youth Work
Ireland. Joanne Laws website www.joannelaws.wordpress.com
Our artists residence programme is designed to support research and offer artists
time and space to develop their practice in the privacy of their studios.
For further information or to apply please contact Laura Mahon:
lmahon@leitrimcoco.ie
THE DOCK, ST. GEORGE'S TERRACE,
CO. LEITRIM.
WWW.THEDOCK.IE
Tel 071 9650828
Gallery Opening Times:
10:00am - 5:30 pm Monday to Friday
10:30am - 5:00pm Saturday.
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